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PRINTMAKING VOCABULARY 
 
PROCESSES 
 
INTAGLIO A method of printmaking in which ink is forced into incised lines or recessions on a 
plate, the surface wiped clean, dampened paper placed on top, and paper and plate run through an 
etching press to transfer the ink to the paper. 
 
ETCHING Intaglio method in which lines are incised in a metal (copper or zinc) plate by acid. 

The surface is covered with an acid-resistant ground that is scratched to expose the lines to 
the acid. The acid eats into the exposed metal and makes grooves. Ink is rubbed into the 
grooves. The printmaker then wipes the surface clean, leaving the ink in the grooves. It is 
then printed.  In sustainable printmaking the ground is made up of a water-soluble acrylic 
polymer instead of a solvent based material.  The acid used is ferric chloride, a metal salt 
etching agent which is used in an enclosed vertical tank. 

 
ENGRAVING     In this linear process, sharp, crisp lines are made by pushing a hard steel 

engraving tool called a burin into a copper or brass plate. Different sized burins create lines 
of varying with. Pushing the burin deeper into the metal also yields a thicker line. Engraving 
parallel and crosshatched lines creates tonal areas. Stippling, producing fine dotted areas with 
an engraving tool, also creates tones. There are no grounds or acids used in this process. 
The printed engraving is an image of great clarity and precision.  The engraved plate is inked 
in the same manner as an etching. 

 
DRYPOINT    Intaglio technique in which a sharp needle or diamond point is used to scratch a 

line onto a metal plate. The resultant burr of metal that is raised holds more ink than the 
incised line itself and gives the rich, velvety stroke characteristic of the technique. The plate 
wears out rapidly because the burr soon breaks off during printing.  No acids or grounds are 
used in drypoint. 

 
MEZZOTINT Intaglio technique whereby a metal plate's surfaced is roughed up through the use of 

a tool called a rocker, which creates a burr over the entire surface of the plate.  The light 
tones of the image are scraped and burnished into the roughened surface creating velvety 
blacks and subtle tonal variations.  Also called "manier noir". 

 
COLLAGRAPH Printing process in which the plate is made from a collage of various 

materials glued together on a cardboard, metal, or hardboard plate.  Intaglio printing of a 
collagraph involves inking the plate in the manner of an etching. 

 
MONOPRINT In this technique, a unique print is pulled from a plate that already has an 

image incised into it, in contrast to a monotype, where the surface of the plate is not worked 
and only inked. 
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PHOTOPOLYMER INTAGLIO  
In this technique an intaglio plate is made by exposing a film positive to a photo sensitive emulsion 

that is fixed to a plate (usually steel or copper). The film positive can be generated digitally or 
hand drawn.  The light sensitive photopolymer emulsion is hardened in UV light and the 
image area is washed out in water, exposing intaglio lines.  The plate is inked and printed as 
an etching. 

 
 
 
 
RELIEF  
Printmaking method in which the inked surface of the block or plate prints and areas or lines that are 
gouged out, do not print. Examples include woodcut, linoleum cut, relief etching, and relief 
collagraph. 
 
WOOD BLOCK  
Plank of wood that is inked on the surface to reveal a relief image or texture. Cuts, gouge marks, and 

indentations do not print and show as white. 
 
LINOLEUM BLOCK   
Sheet linoleum gouged or cut to produce an image or texture, then inked and printed by the relief or 

intaglio method. 
 
COLLAGRAPH  
Printing process in which the plate is made from a collage of various materials glued together on a 

cardboard, metal, or hardboard plate. In relief printing the ink is rolled onto the surface of 
the plate, rather than wiped into the recesses, as in intaglio. 

 
MONOTYPE A printing technique in which a piece of plastic, glass, wood or board is worked on 
directly with ink using brushes, brayers, etc.  There is no fixed image on the plate.  The image is 
printed on a press resulting in a single print.  The ghostly layer of ink remaining on the plate can be 
reworked with further applications of ink and then printed for a second, unique image. 
 
PLANOGRAPHIC  
A printing technique in which prints are printed from a flat surface. 
 
MONOPRINT  
In this technique, a unique print is pulled from a plate that already has an image fixed into it, in 

contrast to a monotype, where the surface is not worked and only inked. 
 

MONOTYPE  
Print pulled from a painting on a nonabsorbent plate, such as zinc, copper, plastic, or glass. Usually 

one impression is made. 
 
LITHOGRAPHY  
Printing process based on the unmixability of water and grease; usually done on limestone or ground 

metal plates. At Zea Mays we use Polyester plates and wood lithography. 
 



 

PHOTOPRINTMAKING  
Technique for producing an image on a lithographic plate by photographic means. 
 
 
 
STENCIL  
Masking material, such as paper, fabric, or plastic, cut or perforated to allow ink or paint to pass 
through or print on another surface. 
 
SILKSCREEN Stencil process using a mesh stretched over a frame. Ink is forced through openings 

in the mesh, which can be blocked through a variety of methods. Printing technique that 
makes use of a squeegee to force ink directly onto a piece of paper or canvas through a 
stencil containing the image. 

 
MONOPRINT In this technique, a unique print is pulled from a plate that already has an 

image fixed into it using stencils. 
 

PHOTOGRAVURE ? 
  A process where by a plate is grained, then exposed to a light sensitive tissue paper which 
has already been exposed to a film positive, and then is etched.  
 
 
 
TOOLS 
 
BAREN Japanese implement used to print woodcuts. It is made from a coil of bamboo cord 
on a backing of paper plies glued together and is covered with bamboo leaf sheathing. 
 
BATH The mixture of acid and water in which intaglio plates are etched. 
 
BLANKET Pressed or woven wool felts used on an etching press to apply a cushioning pressure 
to the paper when printing. 
 
BLOTTERS Highly absorbent papers without sizing used to aid in the drying of dampened prints 
and to equalize moisture in printing papers that are dampened before use. 
 
BRAYER A small hand held roller used to spread a film of ink over plates and blocks. 
 
BURIN A steel engraving tool for cutting into wood or metal. 
 
BURNISHER A piece of polished, hardened steel, either curved or straight, used to smooth rough 
areas of a plate. A burnisher can also be a wood or plastic rubbing implement used to print a relief 
block. 
 
DAUBBER A soft piece of leather, felt, or cloth used to apply ink or ground to a plate. 
 
ETCHING PRESS A device used to print from plates by compressing two rolling cylinders 
against each other. 



 

 
GLOSS/GEL MEDIUM Polymer emulsion that dries very smooth and prints as a white area 
in intaglio; useful in tonal printing of collagraphs or as an adhesive. 
 
GOUGE In relief, a tool used to remove wood or linoleum from a block. 
 
GROUND In etching an acid resistant substance applied to the plate through which the design 
is drawn. Waxes, resins, and asphaltum are among the traditional materials used to make grounds. 
Acrylic polymers are also used to make grounds. There are multiple times of ground, including soft 
and hard ground. In order to maintain our commitment to safer practices, at Zea Mays we use 
Baldwing Intaglio Ground (also called BIG). 
 
PLATE Matrix that holds the inked design in a variety of printmaking techniques. 
 
ROLLER Tool with a rolling cylinder usually made of plastic soft enough to deposit a film of 
ink onto a metal or collaged plate. 
 
ROULETTE     Engraving tool with a revolving head of hardened steel on which a dotted or lined 
pattern is incised; used in the intaglio process. 
 
SCRAPER A tool made of hardened steel in a triangular shaft; used to remove zinc or copper 
from etching plates. 
 
TARLATAN    Sheer cotton fabric in plain weave, used as a wiping cloth for intaglio prints. 
 
TERMS 
 
A LA POUPÉE A method of applying two or more colors to an intaglio plate with small 
dabbers made from rags or felts. 
 
ARTIST’S PROOF One of a smaller group of prints set aside from the edition for the artist’s 
use. 
 
BEVEL The slant or inclination given to the edge of an intaglio plate to facilitate printing. 
 
BON A TIRER PRINT The “right to print” proof designated by the artist as the standard 
against which every print in the edition is to be judged for its aesthetic and technical merits. 
 
CANCELLATION PROOF Print taken from a plate, block, or stone after the image 
has been effaced  at the end of an edition. This is done to ensure that no further prints can be made. 
 
CHINE COLLÉ Technique for pressing a thin sheet of sized paper to a heavier backing 
sheet and printing it at the same time. 
 
EDITION A set of identical prints, sometimes numbered and signed. 
 
MATRIX The plate used in printing. 
 



 

PROOF Trial print pulled to test the progress of the image. 
 
PRINTAny image produced on paper or another material by placing it in contact with an inked 
block, plate, or collage and applying pressure, or by pressing ink onto a sheet of paper through a 
stencil. Also called an impression. 
 
PULL To print an image. 
 
REWORKED PLATE A plate or block that has had new material or corrections added to the 
initial image. 
 
TACK The stiffness of an ink. 
 
TOP ROLL A thin ink of film placed on the upper surfaces of an inked plate with a roller.  Also 
called surface roll. 
 
VISCOSITY In an ink, the resistance of the liquid to flow. 
 
STOP OUT Material used to prevent the plate being etched  
 
TRANSPARENT BASE Made of magnesium carbonate, burnt plate oil and setswell compound. 
Used to make ink more transparent and loose.   
 
AQUATINT- is the process which a randomized dot pattern is etched into a plate, to hold ink and 
create tone. Many different substances are used, such as rosin or spray paint. At Zea Mays we use an 
acrylic stop out sprayed through an airbrush.  
 
SOLVENT- solvents are used to clean inks off of surfaces left from the printmaking process. There 
are two kinds of solvents: Volatile Organic Compound and Vegetable Cleaning Agents. VOC’s are 
often hazardous to humans and the environment. At Zea Mays all of our cleaning solvents are 
VCA’s.  
 
 


